Every bride’s
dream
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t’s hard to believe, but the young
Queen Victoria flouted all
established sartorial conventions
when she wore white to marry
Prince Albert in 1840. The result
was the prototype “white wedding”
as we know it today. But if Victoria
invented it, the rise of Hollywood
and the movies of the Thirties
crystallised the concept. Film stars
and royalty became bridal muses:
on and off-screen weddings were
followed avidly and copied by a
star-struck audience.
The Thirties also saw the
emergence of a remarkable new
force in the world of flower
decoration: Constance Spry. If
anyone understood flowers for
weddings, it was Constance. She
thought bridal flowers should be
like jewellery – light and beautiful –
rather than the heavy mossed
bouquets and bundles of vegetation
that were then de rigueur. She
developed the craft of wiring flowers

into a delicate art form.
One of her first big commissions
was the marriage of Nancy
Beaton in January 1933. The
bride’s brother, Cecil Beaton, not
surprisingly, designed and stagemanaged every detail. The bride
must look like the Snow Queen, he
declared, and the flowers had to
be snow-white too. So Constance
made garlands of spring flowers
to link the bridesmaids and, in a
moment of inspiration, dipped them
in whitewash to give exactly that
effect. Brilliant though it all looked,
the trail of paint flakes up the aisle
of St Margaret’s, Westminster,
saw Constance banned from that
particular church for several years.
By the end of the decade the
world was at war. Bridal flowers
were non-essentials and mostly
non-availables too, as land was
ploughed up to grow food. So, a big
royal wedding a few years after the
war captured the public’s attention.

Princess Elizabeth married Philip
Mountbatten in 1947 with a flash of
glamour that brightened up dreary
post-war London.
Spry arranged urns of English
autumnal flowers in Westminster
Abbey and there were pink and
white British-grown carnations
to decorate the lunch tables at
Buckingham Palace. The princess
carried British-grown orchids in a
huge, wired bouquet that covered
most of the embroidery on her
sumptuous dress. Even in the days
before televised royal weddings,
the effect was electric.
Six years later, in 1953, photos of
the then-unknown Jacqueline
Kennedy’s wedding still show the
influence: she wore a complex and
intricately ornamented dress with a
smaller version of the royal orchid
bouquet. The new Mrs Kennedy also
chose traditional orange blossom to
hold her veil in place and armfuls of
chrysanthemums to decorate both

Brides of the times:
clockwise from above,
Lady Diana Spencer’s
bouquet set a trend all
over the planet in
1981; Sharon Tate
captured the hippy
spirit of the Sixties;
Westminster Abbey
goes green for Kate
Middleton in 2011

church and dinner tables.
The Fifties became an era of
lavish wedding flowers. And
Hollywood rode the wave,
producing film after film showcasing
elaborate, fantastical weddings and
anxious fathers of the bride
wondering how to pay for it all.
There were a few exceptions of
course. There are photos of Audrey
Hepburn marrying with typically
understated chic in 1954 and, more
surprisingly, a young Brigitte Bardot
displaying minimal floral fuss on a
cold day in 1952 with only a small
bunch of flowers worn at her neck
and a fur muff instead of a bouquet.
It was a Hollywood princess who
pulled off one of the most elegant
weddings of all time. In 1956, Grace
Kelly married the Prince of Monaco
and the world watched and
collectively sighed. Her understated
dress was complemented by a
small, simple clutch of lily-of-thevalley set on a white prayer book.

And the ever-present cameras
showed that flowers at the wedding
breakfast were equally restrained
and seasonal. Princess Grace had
set the trend; the world copied.
A few years later, a trio of British
royal weddings were televised for
the first time. Old Pathé newsreel
confirms that traditional royalty was
now taking its nuptial fashion cues
from Hollywood: in 1960, an überchic Princess Margaret carried a
diminutive version of her sister’s
orchid bouquet of 1947. Then along
came two royal weddings that
brought the name of a new floral
design company into the spotlight.
Pulbrook & Gould was established
in the early Fifties. It took up Spry’s
mantle of combining seasonal
flowers with natural elegance.
They were chosen by Katharine
Worsley for her 1961 wedding to
the Duke of Kent in York Minster
and used the appropriate white
rose of York, both for the wedding
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The Beaton track: Nancy’s bridesmaids are garlanded with
painted flowers. Below: Katharine Worsley clutches white roses,
Grace Kelly lily-of-the-valley and Audrey Hepburn freesias
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 Choose a floral designer whose work

you admire, discuss your ideas and trust
them to make something wonderful.
You are paying for their skills so there is
no point micromanaging the process.
 Make a mood board of photos cut
from magazines that inspire you (and
even a few things you don’t like as well).
It’s useful when you first meet your
florist and helps keep you on course
when tempted by new ideas.
 Sadly, with so much choice comes
ever more opportunity to “get it wrong”.
Often, too many disparate items are
selected from the smorgasbord of
possibilities. Edit ruthlessly and stick to
fewer ideas.
 If you want to do your own wedding
flowers, keep it simple and do fewer
things well. Being overambitious is a
recipe for disaster.
 Consider using live plants, which can
be prepared in advance (and make
lasting mementoes afterwards).

party and also to decorate the vast
space of the minster. The delicately
beautiful new duchess seemed
perfectly framed by these romantic
and historic flowers and the public
was transfixed.
Two years, later Pulbrook & Gould
was chosen for the wedding of
Princess Alexandra in Westminster
Abbey. Again, it seemed to capture
her natural grace and serenity with
a posy of scented spring flowers and
decorations that included camellias
and trailing jasmines.
As the Sixties progressed, bridal
flowers began to stray from this
elegant route. Bouquets remained
small but became ever more tightly
wired. Foliage was less popular and,
perhaps as a result, bouquet shapes
became increasingly pointed and
rigid. In many photographs of
ordinary weddings of the time, it’s
hard to believe that the flowers were
real. When Marit Allen, the fashion
journalist and costume designer,

chose a minidress trimmed in
silvered PVC for her wedding to
Sandy Lieberson in 1966, she
dispensed with flowers altogether.
By the Seventies, formal weddings
had become optional and flowers
were not always the accessory of
choice. White trouser suits were
considered chic, inspired by Bianca
Jagger’s impromptu marriage to
Mick Jagger; headscarves replaced
headdresses, and Yves Saint Laurent
even designed a floral bridal bikini
for his 1967 collection. Audrey
Hepburn, marrying for the second
time in 1969, captured the zeitgeist
in a pink minidress, headscarf and
a bunch of freesias.
The hippy movement brought
in loose bunches of “wild” flowers
and flowers woven through the
hair. Sharon Tate married film
director Roman Polanski in 1968
looking like some modern-day
Ophelia with wild flower-strewn
hair and a tiny white minidress.
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Telegraph Books at
£26 + £1.35 p&p. Call
0844 871 1514 or visit
books.telegraph.co.uk

There were still a few traditional
weddings. Princess Anne wore a
relatively conventional dress and
carried a beautifully natural
bouquet of white roses and lily of
the valley for her wedding in 1973
(though Lady Sarah ArmstrongJones, her lone bridesmaid, carried
a stylish floral pomander).
In 1981 another wedding set a
new standard. Lady Diana Spencer’s
marriage to the Prince of Wales
epitomised the romantic movement
that had been gathering pace. Their
wedding is still considered one of
the most memorable and influential
of the 20th century.
All the flowers harked back to a
more innocent era, with a huge
trailing bouquet for the bride, thick
floral headdresses for the string of
bridesmaids, and St Paul’s
Cathedral awash with flowers.
As the event was watched by more
than 750 million people, almost
every bride on the planet now

wanted to be a fairy princess.
The brilliant Kenneth Turner, who
had trained with Pulbrook & Gould,
was a much-copied flower designer
of the time. Like Constance Spry
before him, Ken had no time for the
expression “labour intensive” and
his floral flights of fancy became
increasingly baroque and
extraordinary. The use of fruits and
vegetables mixed with the flowers
became his particular leitmotif.
This excessively romanticised
style continued happily into the
Nineties. The flowers in Four
Weddings and a Funeral epitomise
the era perfectly. Contemporary
wedding photos often show bride
and bridesmaids swamped by a
foaming sea of dresses and
headdresses, a bit like their
counterparts 100 years before.
Several brilliant flower artists,
such as America-based Preston
Bailey, created ever more lavish and
fantastical settings for their brides:
a conservatory in Texas decorated
with 6,000 globes of orange roses
(a design I saw copied in India last
month); a fanciful 17th-century
garden on the shores of Niagara
Falls; a Russian winter wonderland
in a New York hotel for the marriage
of Joan Rivers’s daughter; and Louis
XIV’s Versailles for one of Donald
Trump’s weddings.
But excess and froth aren’t the
only wedding trends. My own
designs for the wedding of the
Prince of Wales and the Duchess
of Cornwall in 2005 reflected the
couple’s love of nature by using live
plants and flowers cut from their
own gardens to decorate Windsor
Guildhall and St George’s Chapel.
I took this concept even further
for the marriage of the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge in April 2011,
with the avenue of trees in
Westminster Abbey, and acres of
flowering lily-of-the-valley, dug up
in the grounds of Windsor Castle
and happily returned there after the
event. The proof, we all hoped, that
sensation can be achieved with
respect for the environment.
In this, the second decade of the
21st century, weddings are more
varied in style and structure than
ever. There is no longer a standard
format and wedding flowers adapt
accordingly. In 1923, Vogue sniffily
declared of the new wedding trends:
“Fashion has supplanted custom
and individuality has supplanted
both.” It’s a line that might have
been written yesterday.

 Shane Connolly is supplier of flowers for

events by appointment to the Prince of
Wales. After reading Psychology at
university, Shane trained with Pulbrook &
Gould. His business is based in west London
(020 8964 4398; shaneconnolly.co.uk).
The Garden Museum, London SE1, hosts
a talk entitled “Boom and Bust: Trends in
Floristry” as part of its Floriculture
exhibition which ends April 29. In addition,
winning entries from the Floralia
competition will be on display April 26. For
more, visit gardenmuseum.org.uk

